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About this Book

T

his book examines the impact of past and present historical events,
cultural elements, political movements, and their mental images on
the psyche of individuals. Psychoanalysts’ attention to such external events while sitting behind their couches and listening to their patients
has a long and interesting history. The first two chapters present the history
of psychoanalysts’ appreciation of the intertwining of external and internal events. Then the story of a successful businessman who called himself
a “Muslim Armenian” is told to illustrate how ghosts from the past can
remain alive and active in our lives.
The patient featured here is of Hemshin descent. When he started his
psychoanalysis in Istanbul, his analyst knew that some individuals from the
eastern Black Sea coast of Turkey near the Republic of Georgia and Armenia
called themselves Hems.inli (the Turkish way of referring to Hemshin
people), but she had no knowledge of their Armenian origin. It would be
impossible to understand fully some of the important causes of this patient’s
symptoms and personality characteristics without knowing the history and
the culture of the Hemshenis living in Turkey.
I am a psychiatrist and psychoanalyst living in the United States since
1957. As I was born on the Mediterranean island of Cyprus to Turkish parents, my mother tongue is Turkish. I supervised the Turkish psychoanalyst’s clinical work while she was treating the businessman whose story is
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presented in this book. She would call me from Istanbul by phone once a
week to discuss the psychoanalytic sessions she had with her patient. She
has given her permission to describe her work, but I have changed some
of the patient’s personal history in order to protect his real identity. These
changes will in no way alter the readers’ ability to follow this man’s psychological journey and recognize how historical ghosts visit communities and
enter an individual’s inner world.

